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Résumé

Les célébrations commémorant les indépendances nationales invitent les organisateurs et visiteurs à réfléchir sur les caractéristiques des cultures 

nationales et leurs rapports aux autres traditions culturelles. Les expositions d’art espagnol montées en 1910 à l’occasion de fêtes célébrant 

cent ans d’indépendance dans trois villes d’Amérique latine — Buenos Aires, Mexico et Santiago de Chile — ont offert à ces trois endroits 

culturellement et historiquement distincts l’occasion de réfléchir sur leurs rapports historiques et actuels avec l’Espagne. Cet article s’appuie 

sur des témoignages journalistiques, images populaires, correspondance diplomatique et œuvres d’art provenant d’Argentine, du Mexique et du 

Chili pour examiner plusieurs questions relatives à l’Amérique latine. Que nous apprennent ces expositions sur l’art espagnol et latino-américain 

produit à cette époque ? Que nous disent-elles sur l’Argentine, le Mexique et le Chili et leurs rapports avec l’Espagne ? Comment la réception 

de l’art espagnol dans ces trois pays latino-américains peut-elle nous aider à comprendre les enjeux politiques et culturels de chaque nation ?  

En considérant la participation de l’Espagne à ces trois centenaires, nous examinons des questions qui touchent à la création des identités latino-

américaines vis-à-vis de l’Europe et entre elles, ainsi qu’au riche domaine des études transnationales.

When Mexican officials elected to celebrate the cen
tenary of Mexican independence by supporting an exhibi
tion of Spanish art, painter José Clemente Orozco loudly 
objected: “We protested to the Secretariat of Instruction: it 
was all very well to hold an Exposition of Spanish Art, but 
why did they give us, the Mexicans, nothing, when it was 
precisely our Independence that was being celebrated?”2 
Mexico was not the only nation in Latin America to fea
ture Spanish painting at its independence day festivities, 
for Argentina and Chile commemorated their liberation 
from colonial rule with exhibitions of Spanish art as well. 
The 1910 centenary celebrations—modelled in many re
spects on the 1889 Exposition universelle in Paris, which 
likewise marked the centenary of a violent rebellion against 
authority—inspired a mix of admiration, surprise, and in 
some cases irritation on the part of artists and audiences in 
each of these Latin American nations. 

This essay explores these Spanish centenary exhibi
tions in the context of the varying historical and con
temporary specificities of Argentina, Chile, and Mexico. 
Using a wide range of primary material from newspapers, 
periodicals, and archives in each of these nations, it re
constructs the histories of these three exhibitions—from 
conceptualization to reception—and places them in the 
context of other forms of public display related to Spain, 
such as civic sculpture, political cartoons, and popular 
parades during the centenary year. It also considers early 
twentiethcentury Latin American painting, offering trans
national ways of thinking about and understanding artistic 
production in the countries under review. The multiple in
dividuals involved in these various cultural manifestations 
form a “honeycomb” of differing connections to the Span

ish peninsula;3 some were born and lived in Spain, others were 
born in Spain and emigrated to Latin America, while others still 
were born in Latin America and studied in or otherwise identi
fied strongly with Spain. What do these exhibitions say about 
Argentina, Mexico, Chile, and their multiple, complex relations 
with Spain? How can we study these transnational encounters, 
relationships in this instance between a colonial power and its 
former colonies, without reinstating the hierarchies of coloniza
tion? And how might this history aid our understanding of de
veloping national identities and modern art in these three Latin 
American republics? The 1889 Exposition universelle provides a 
foundation from which to begin exploring these questions.

Paris

When the government of France decided to host a world’s fair in 
1889, most European monarchies, including Spain, refused to 
participate in an event that celebrated an insurrection resulting 
in the execution of a king. The Latin American republics, which 
like France had rejected monarchism, saw in contrast an oppor
tunity to move centre stage. Several used public money for the 
creation of impressive national pavilions, prominently sited at 
the base of the Eiffel Tower: the Argentines commissioned the 
largest of these buildings, the Pabellón Argentino, loosely mod
elled on London’s Crystal Palace; the Chileans erected a smaller, 
but equally elegant, domed edifice likewise of iron and glass; 
and the Mexicans built a distinctive Aztecinspired palace. For 
each of these nations, the challenge was to construct a build
ing that negotiated the evershifting and ultimately unstable 
binaries of American and European, Indigenous and Hispanic, 
traditional and modern. The manner in which they did this var
ied considerably based on the political, cultural, and economic 
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history of each country, and scholars—Mauricio TenorioTrillo, 
Álvaro Fernández Bravo, and Carmen Norambuena Carrasco 
among them—have considered these issues for each of the three 
Latin American countries concerned.4 While Chile and Argen
tina chose French architects for the design of their buildings 
in Paris, Mexico chose native sons. And while Argentina and 
Chile (the first more successfully than the second) presented 
themselves in Paris in a bid to attract European immigration to 
populate their relatively empty lands, Mexico focused its efforts 
on the importation of foreign investment, the better to make 
use of its large Indigenous population. 

Fair organizers in Paris developed an elaborate system of 
display that allowed each nation to exhibit material—from the 
fine and applied arts, manufactured goods, and machinery to 
food, agriculture, and horticulture—that suggested greater or 
lesser degrees of industrial development. In the grand inter
national marketplace of Europe, each country promoted and 
differentiated itself by exhibiting its most wellknown and read
ily commoditized merchandise. Whereas France and the United 
States showed off technology and mechanical products—France 
with Gustave Eiffel’s Tower and the United States with the in
ventions of Thomas Edison—the Latin American republics 
showcased their natural resources: Chile its guano and nitrate, 
Argentina its beef, and Mexico its henequen, mineral wealth, 
and large workforce. Jostling between Latin American nations 
occasionally got ugly, as when the Chileans promoted them
selves as a piece of Europe in Latin America, contrasting them
selves to the Mexicans thus: “although we are only two million 
people, we represent a population almost as large as Mexico’s, 
with its six million Indians, who are essentially useless and con
sequently more likely to combat civilization than accept it.”5 
Between the French centenary of 1889 and the Latin American 
anniversaries of 1910, such offensively prejudiced attitudes re
mained largely in place.

Buenos Aires

While the 1889 Paris centenary celebration occurred in a single 
geographical location during a specific moment in time, the 
Latin American centenaries were spread across the hemisphere 
over more than a decade. Argentina, Chile, and Mexico chose 
to celebrate in 1910.6 In addition to organizing ephemeral 
events such as parades and exhibitions, many Latin American 
nations tied their celebrations to city beautification and infra
structure improvement—the construction of new museums 
and the installation of better transportation and water systems, 
for example. Events and monuments were designed to create 
nationspecific histories that would resonate with and bind 
together diverse populations that, depending on the country, 
included new immigrants from Europe (Argentina and Chile) 

or large Indigenous and mixedrace communities (Mexico) that 
were living and working in regions constituted only during the 
course of the nineteenth century as independent, sovereign na
tions. The creation of national borders was a messy process, and 
wars had erupted as countries jockeyed for natural resources 
and to position themselves strategically for future development. 
Chile, for example, annexed mineralrich regions of Peru and 
Bolivia in 1879 during the War of the Pacific, agreeing during 
the same conflict to cede most of Patagonia to Argentina in 
return for neutrality.

Newspapers and magazines covered the 1910 cente
naries extensively, and rivalries continued as each country 
strove to show itself off to the world. Invitations were sent to  

Figure 1. El reencuentro de Argentina y España, ca. 1910. Colección 
CEDODAL (Photo: CEDODAL).
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fair, including large exhibitions devoted to agriculture, industry, 
transportation, hygiene, and the fine arts. Postcards and souven
irs depicted the renewed love of Argentina, with liberty cap on 
the left, and Spain, with Bourbon crown on the right (fig. 1). 
Argentina stands before an agricultural landscape populated by 
cattle and ships, the transportation mode by which Argentine 
meat was being shipped across the Atlantic, while the indus
trialization of Europe, suggested by machine parts and factories, 
lies behind Spain. Reconciliation with its former colonial mas
ter demonstrated the republic’s physical and cultural maturity. 
Rather than appearing as mother Spain and daughter Argen
tina, the two countries are sisters. A single horizon places Spain 
and Argentina within the same, albeit differentiated, landscape, 
and the women—of similar size, age, and skin tone—share the 
space equally. This vision of Argentine ethnicity, like that pro
moted by nineteenthcentury Argentine president Domingo 
Faustino Sarmiento, aligned the country with European, not 
Indigenous, ideals. Argentina’s “Conquest of the Desert,” span
ning the 1870s and early 1880s, had brutally exterminated most 

governments abroad, and the importance of the officials sent to 
attend opening ceremonies became a marker of the political and 
economic consequence of each host country. The Spanish gov
ernment responded to Argentina’s invitation by sending the in-
fanta Isabel, aunt of King Alfonso XIII, to Buenos Aires. Argen
tina was at this time a wealthy nation, attracting a large number 
of immigrants from Europe, many of them from Spain. The 
Argentine people, notes Rodrigo Gutiérrez Viñuales, a special
ist in Spanish Argentine artistic relations, were responding to 
this influx of new immigrants from the Peninsula by replacing 
earlier rejections of Spanish colonialism with a broadly defined, 
generalized identification.7

The celebrations in Argentina were timed to begin on  
25 May to mark the anniversary of the deposition of the Span
ish viceroy in 1810 and to highlight events of 9 July 1816, 
when independence was formally declared. Activities and ex
hibitions continued to open throughout the rest of the year. 
More than any other centenary in Latin America, the Argentine 
celebration came closest to the European model of a world’s 

Figure 2. Pabellones Españoles, in Francisco Camba y Juan Más y Pi, Los españoles en el Centenario Argentino. Buenos Aires: Mestres, 1910, 88–89 
(Photo: author). 
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Indigenous communities in Patagonia some thirty years earlier.8
Members of Argentina’s Spanish colonia—residents of Bue

nos Aires who were born on the Peninsula and still identified 
strongly with Spain—were determined to sponsor an impressive 
public display on this important occasion, erecting a large civic 
sculpture as a gift to the city.9 Catalan sculptor Agustín Querol 
produced maquettes for the 25foot marble and bronze monu
ment, which featured the allegorical figure of Argentina stand
ing atop an elaborately ornamented base.10 The project was 
delayed repeatedly, however, first when Querol died in 1909, 
at which time sculptor Cipriano Folgueras took over the monu
ment, again when Folgueras passed away two years later, and a 
third time when a large number of sculptures destined for the 
monument and shipped from Spain were lost at sea in 1916. 
The work was not inaugurated until 1927.

The Pabellones Españoles (fig. 2) were an even more am
bitious project mounted by the Spanish colonia. Julián García 
Núñez, an Argentineborn architect schooled in Barcelona, was 
commissioned to design the temporary structure. This flam
boyant complex included two symmetrical wings in which 
organizers installed food and industrial products, on the left 
and right respectively. Books, furniture, and a few artworks 
were displayed in the central pavilion at the back, and privately 
funded kiosques (not included in García’s architectural render
ing) offered consumables like cider and mineral water in the in
ner courtyard. A pamphlet distributed among businessmen on 
the Peninsula encouraged them to send their products to Bue
nos Aires, “in order to become great and strong again, not in 
terms of territorial expansion or military power, but in terms of 
industry and commerce.”11 Most Spanish immigrants seeking 
economic opportunities in Argentina arrived from the northern 
provinces of the Peninsula, and the stylistic choice of Catalan 
modernisme recalls this industrialized region of Spain. Modern-
isme also expressed, according to architectural historian Ramón 
Gutiérrez, a desire to project a modern and dynamic image in 
the years following the losses of the SpanishCubanAmerican 
war of 1898.12

Vendors in Spain, as well as Spanish residents in Buenos 
Aires, were indeed eager to sell their merchandise to Argentina’s 
prosperous population. Organizers requested a building sub
vention from the Spanish government, and while the govern
ment procrastinated, wealthy members of the colonia—chief 
among them José Artal, Tarragonaborn president of the Span
ish Chamber of Commerce in Buenos Aires—underwrote the 
construction, fully expecting to be reimbursed. The pavilions 
opened on 29 October, and most of the money never arrived. 
Spain’s economic situation during the first decade of the twenti
eth century was precarious, and politicians in Madrid had more 
urgent problems to address—longsimmering conflict in North 
Africa, anarchist worker strikes in Catalonia, and widespread 

anger over military inscription policies—than an industrial fair 
on the other side of the Atlantic. The Chamber of Commerce, 
threatened in Buenos Aires by lawsuits and demands for pay
ment, was still sending pleas for repayment seven years later.13

In addition to supporting the Pabellones Españoles, José Ar
tal played a key role in the organization of Spain’s display of 
fine arts. The Exposición Internacional de Arte del Centenario, 
accompanied by an illustrated catalogue, opened on 11 July.14 
Everything was for sale, and a complete list of works sold was 
published shortly after the exhibition’s close.15 In addition to 
work from Spain, this international exhibition included a dis
play of Argentine artwork, along with paintings and sculptures 
from Western European and Scandinavian nations, the United 
States, Chile, and Brazil. The inclusion of paintings from Latin 
America in the fine arts exhibition hall was a significant gesture, 
for when Argentina, Mexico, and Chile had displayed paint
ings at the 1889 Paris fair, these had been relegated to second
ary spaces and national pavilions.16 The structure of the 1910 
Argentine pavilion rendered explicit the connection between 
the Paris World Fair and their own centenary celebration, as it 
literally embraced the reconstructed Pabellón Argentino built for 
the 1889 exposition (fig. 3).17

Visitors entered through the Argentine section, which con
sisted of three large galleries, before turning left to view works 
from Chile and the United States. These were the American na
tions with which Argentina wished to align itself most closely: 
Chile for its geographical proximity and predominantly Euro
pean ethnic composition, and the United States for its high de
gree of industrialization. Plans for exhibition galleries function 
like maps, creating ideal geographies for the nation.18 In this 
instance, the European countries, on the other side of the At
lantic, along with Brazil, with its large population of African 
descent, were all to the side. 

The Spanish display in Argentina, forming the crux of this 
case study, included over 250 works, with Ignacio Zuloaga, a 
Basque painter associated with the group known as the Genera
tion of ’98, filling a room of his own.19 The Generation of ’98 
brought together novelists, poets, and philosophers active at the 
time of Spain’s war with the United States over Cuba in 1898. 
More broadly, the expression describes the moral, political, and 
economic crisis the followed Spain’s loss of its colonies in Cuba, 
Puerto Rico, and the Philippines.20 Zuloaga was recognized 
with one of the three medals of honour awarded to Spain, and 
the Argentine government purchased one of his paintings at 
the close of the exhibition. Art dealers in Buenos Aires had a 
welldeveloped relationship with artists on the Peninsula, and 
Artal, who had been importing Spanish paintings to Argentina 
since 1897, was only one of several individuals involved in the 
trade.21 But the quality of work being sent to Latin America was 
of concern to Argentine collectors, who complained that the 
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frequently conflated with the entire country, was less so.25 After 
the war of 1898, moreover, Latin American countries began to 
see Spain and its offer of hispanismo as less threatening than 
the expansionist policy of panAmerican unity promoted by the 
United States. Uruguayan literary critic José Enrique Rodó’s re
jection of the United States, personified by the figure of Caliban 
in his famous essay Ariel from 1900, emerged from this same 
political and cultural climate.

Zuloaga was not the only artist to benefit from Sorolla’s 
absence. Catalan painter Hermenegildo AngladaCamarasa 
also sent a large, if controversial, display of work to Buenos 
Aires. Argentine critic Augusto Gozalbo claimed in Athinae, an 
Argentine periodical devoted to the fine arts, that because the 
Spanish jury refused to include Anglada’s work as part of their 
display, it was shown in the International rather than Spanish 
section of the exhibition.26 Some critics found his brilliant col
our, expressive brushwork, and blatantly decorative approach 
to be shocking and strident.27 But like Zuloaga, Anglada had 

Europeans were sending only those works that failed to sell in 
Paris or the United States. Artal apparently approached Zuloaga 
about sending his paintings to the centenary after arguing with 
Joaquín Sorolla, Spain’s most successful painter at this time, 
about just this issue.22 When Sorolla refused to send anything 
at all, Zuloaga filled the gap.23

Struggling to define and reassess the Spanish nation in 
the aftermath of the “disaster of 1898,” artists like Zuloaga 
abandoned the painting of modern French life and turned to 
subjects of traditional Spanish costumbres (customs). At the 
same time, Argentine viewers were buying Spanish paintings.24 
While regional nationalisms became less important when Span
ish immigrants left their country for another land, they did re
tain some relevance; paintings of Castile, in addition to depic
tions of Asturias, the Basque Country, Catalonia, and Valencia, 
were especially popular with new residents of Argentina seek
ing to retain links to their homeland. Andalusia, a region from 
which few immigrants hailed, and which nonSpanish tourists 

Figure 3. Plano de la Distribución Definitiva de los Locales, Revista Técnica, Suplemento de Arquitectura 8–9, 57 (1909): 164 (Photo: Rovere and Sandller).
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recently shifted his subject matter from the representation of  
stylish Parisians to the folk traditions of Valencia and Mallorca. 
He too received a medal of honour, and his studio became a 
magnet for Latin American painters travelling to Europe after 
the centenary.28 Argentine painters, like artists in Spain during 
the early twentieth century, were engaged in a heated debate 
about nationalism and art, and Anglada’s fusion of a modern 
style with national subjects resonated strongly with young 
Argentine painters such as Cesáreo Bernaldo de Quirós, who 
also won a medal of honour at the centenary exhibition. 

 Quirós, born in the Argentine province of Entre Ríos to a 
Basque father and Portuguese mother, had studied painting in 
Buenos Aires before moving to Europe in 1900.29 He was intro
duced to Anglada’s work during a sojourn in Mallorca in 1905. 
Returning to Buenos Aires, he worked with colleagues to organ

ize exhibitions of Argentine art in the years preceding the cen
tenary. Carrera de sortijas en el día patrio (fig. 4), a large canvas 
painted with fluid brushwork in a modern highkeyed palette, 
depicts spectators watching a traditional gaucho pastime not 
found in Spain, the carrera de sortijas, or the race for the ring, a 
contest in which men on horseback gallop at breakneck speeds 
toward a horizontal pole from which is hung a small ring (the 
sortija). The rider who successfully grabs the ring is the winner 
of the competition, and he may present his prize to the woman 
of his choice. This particular race, according to the title of the 
work, occurs on a día patrio, a national holiday, and we can see 
the Argentine flag waving gaily at the top right. “Let a national 
art find inspiration in our surroundings,” advised Argentine 
critic Carlos Giambiagi in an essay from 1910. “Paint the cus
toms of today, the representatives of the immigrant people who  

Figure 4. Cesáreo Bernaldo de Quirós, Carrera de sortijas en el día patrio, 1910. Oil on canvas, 290 x 380 cm. Patrimonio del Museo Provincial de Bellas 
Artes “Dr. Pedro E. Martínez,” Paraná, Entre Ríos, Argentina (Photo: Gutiérrez Zaldívar).
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lic Education Emiliano Figueroa stepped in as master of cere
monies, while the Chilean elite put forward a new president, 
ostensibly providing the world with a fine example of smooth 
democratic process. But the rapidity and unanimity with which 
this election occurred (Ramón Barros Luco was elected with a 
98% majority) obscured a growing fissure between the coun
try’s oligarchy and the large number of poor Chileans struggling 
to make ends meet. Historian Macarena Ibarra indicates that 
Santiago was a divided city in 1910, with part of the popula
tion living in modern splendour and the other part in misery. 
Social critics used the centenary to point out that independ
ence in Chile had benefited the wealthy, but not the workers.31 
The only head of state to attend Chile’s opening ceremonies was 
Argentine president José Figueroa Alcorta. Spain sent a career 
diplomat, José Brunetti Gayoso, the Duke of Arcos, to represent 
the king.

Festivities in Chile began on 12 September and continued 
through the end of the month. Popular magazines such as  
Zig-Zag published special issues, and the government sponsored 
military parades, automobile races, and a plenary session of the 
National Congress. Rodó, who continued to be troubled by US 
interference in Latin American affairs, spoke at this last event. 
Reacting to the territorial wars that had marked postIndepend
ence Latin American history, Rodó delivered one of his most 
compelling calls for a unified Latin America: “In addition to 
celebrating the centenary of Chile, Argentina, and Mexico,” he 
proclaimed, “I feel and acknowledge the centenary of Spanish 
America. In spirit as well as in history, there is only one true 
Hispanic American centenary; because in spirit and in history, 
there is only one Hispanic American revolution.”32

Relations between Spain and Chile had been damaged in 
1866 when Spain bombed Valparaiso, but had gradually im
proved in the later nineteenth century. This was a period of tre
mendous economic growth for Chile, as territorial gains made 
during the 1879 War of the Pacific provided rich deposits of 
potassium nitrate, a mineral used to make both fertilizer and 
gunpowder. But Chile, surrounded by water, mountains, and 
desert, was still not well connected to Europe or the rest of 
the Americas. The trip from Europe to Chile took forty days, 
whereas the trip to Argentina could be made less expensively in 
twentyfive. Chile’s population grew from 1,083,800 in 1843 to 
3,249,297 in 1907, but only 0.5% of all European immigration 
to the Americas went to Chile, while 46% went to Argentina 
and 3% to Mexico.33

As in Argentina, several of the foreign colonias commis
sioned civic sculptures to beautify the city of Santiago during 
the centenary year: the Germans erected a fountain shaped 
like the prow of a boat, the French a Monument to Liberty, 
and the Spanish a sculpture dedicated to sixteenthcentury 
soldier and poet Alonso de Ercilla (fig. 5). Ercilla had fought 

are differentiating and adapting themselves to become in the 
future what will be the great American race.”30 By portraying 
a traditional Argentine subject in a modern European style, 
Quirós subverted the colonial binary of old world and new, 
inverted tradition and modernity, synthesized Europe and the 
Americas, and created a modern American painting.

Santiago de Chile

Chile’s celebration, scheduled later in the year to coincide with 
the anniversary of the meeting of its first independent junta 
on 18 September 1810, was much less elaborate than Argen
tina’s. It was almost cancelled, for President Pedro Montt left for  
medical treatment shortly before the inauguration of festivities 
and died unexpectedly in Germany. To make matters worse, 
Vice President Elías Fernández fell sick and died two weeks 
later, leaving the country twelve days from the opening cere
monies without an elected leader. Minister of Justice and Pub

Figure 5. Alonso Coll y Pi, Estatua de Don Alonso Ercilla, 1910. Gift of the 
colonia española to the city of Santiago de Chile (Photo: author).
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Figure 6. Moustache, “Monumentos ofensivos,” Zig-Zag 6, 279 (25 June 1910), unpaginated (Photo: author).
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for Spain against the native people in Chile and composed an  
important Chilean national epic, La Araucana.34 The 1910 
centenary monument, designed by Catalan sculptor Antonio 
Coll y Pi, who had arrived in Santiago four years earlier, was 
well received when unveiled at a morning ceremony on 19 Sep
tember. Ercilla and his muse are racially differentiated—Ercilla 
has a wide brow, aquiline nose, and elegantly styled beard and 
moustache, while his companion is depicted with a broad nose, 
wideset eyes, and full lips. Thus gendered as female, the Indige
nous Araucanian inspiring the European conquistador poses no 
threat to statepromoted Eurocentric Chilean identity.

Concerns during the centenary about the reception of 
sculpture erected earlier in Santiago appeared often in the 
popular press. Zig-Zag, for example, published a cartoon in 
June 1910 depicting the equestrian monument of Chilean in
dependence fighter Bernardo O’Higgins (fig. 6). The original 
bronze, designed in 1872 by French sculptor Albert Carrier
Belleuse shortly after Spain’s attack on Valparaiso, includes a 
hapless Spanish soldier trampled beneath the feet of O’Higgins’s 
rearing mount. The text of the Zig-Zag cartoon seeks to soften 
such antiSpanish messaging and reads as follows: “It has been 
suggested that the Spaniard beneath O’Higgins’s horse should 
be removed in order to avoid offending the Mother Country. 
But here is an easier solution: simply cover the fallen soldier 
with a traditional poncho and cap to turn him into an ordinary 
Chilean.”35 A tongueincheek suggestion, the change of cloth
ing may have taken care of the Spanish problem. But it also con
veyed a second, less humorous Chilean reality, for in 1910 it was 
the ordinary Chilean, according to social reformers, who was 
being trampled beneath the feet of the Chilean elite. Unrest in 
Chile—from meat strikes to work stoppages—had already led 
to several violent confrontations in the years leading up to the 
centenary. The lower portion of the cartoon, below O’Higgins, 
offered a solution for a second problematic sculpture that had 
been erected earlier in the city; in this case, suggested the car
toonist, the Spanishstyle cloak dragging unceremoniously on 
the ground behind conservative Chilean statesman Diego Por
tales should simply be sawn off.

Cultural sensitivities were also at play in Chile’s Exposición 
Internacional de Bellas Artes, which opened with an illustrated 
catalogue on 17 September in the newly completed Palacio de 
Bellas Artes, a BeauxArts structure designed by Frenchtrained 
Chilean Emilio Jéquier.36 Dividing the building into sections, 
the organizing committee placed the Chilean display on the 
second floor in the centre, surrounded by France—the country 
to which wealthy Chileans usually looked for cultural inspira
tion—Argentina, and Brazil (fig. 7). The Spanish display, pro
viding the focus for this case study, was divided between two 
galleries on the periphery and a third gallery below. Alberto 
Mackenna, commissioner general for the exhibition, credits 

Francisco Álvarez de Sotomayor, a Spanish artist from Galicia 
hired in 1908 to serve as professor at the Academy of Fine Arts, 
for suggesting that Chile organize an international exhibition to 
celebrate its centenary year.37

According to art historian Pedro Zamorano Pérez,  
Sotomayor was frustrated by the privileging of French culture 
in Chile and used his new position to promote modern Spanish 
art as an alternative to “foreign” French styles.38 He provided 
Mackenna with introductions to artist friends Manuel Benedito 
and Eduardo Chicharro, both of whom were placed on Spain’s 
organizing committee, and encouraged his colleagues in Europe 
to fill the Spanish section with paintings that presented the di
verse regions of Spain to the people of Chile. Sotomayor exhib
ited three elegant portraits in the Spanish section as well. These, 
along with four paintings by Benedito, four by Chicharro, two 
by Sorolla, and one by Zuloaga were among the 101 works 
gathered by Mackenna from the Peninsula.

Despite Sotomayor’s efforts, Mackenna’s trip to Spain was 
hampered by assumptions about Chile’s lack of cultural con
sequence abroad. While Sotomayor’s introduction guaranteed 
cooperation from Benedito and Chicharro, Sorolla refused to 
participate. Arriving at the studio, wrote Mackenna later, Sor
olla received him coldly, saying he had nothing to send and 
that his public was in the United States, where he could earn 
fistfuls of money. “Sorolla dreamed only of dollars and looked 
with disdain at the feeble Chilean peso,” recalled Mackenna in 
his memoirs of the trip.39 He left in despair, for a painting by 
Sorolla, even a second rate work unworthy of the United States, 
would complete his Spanish exhibition. Novelist Vicente Blasco 
Ibáñez, like Sorolla from Valencia and determined to change 
his compatriot’s mind, accompanied Mackenna on a second 
visit several days later. “Aren’t you an ungrateful dog,” remarked 
Blasco Ibáñez to Sorolla upon entering the studio. “Don’t you 
remember that you bought your first frock coat with Chilean 
money? Don’t you remember [Chilean collector] Sr Errázuriz, 
who once paid you a thousand duros for a group of paintings 
when you usually earned only a hundred pesetas?” He con
tinued, “Of course you are going to send a few paintings to 
the exhibition in Chile,” then climbed on a chair, removed two 
canvases from the wall, and handed them over to Mackenna.40

At the close of the exhibition, the Chilean government 
granted money for the purchase of art. Half of it was spent on 
works from France and Spain.41 Both Mackenna and Sotomayor 
were involved in the decisions, and neither Sorolla nor Zuloaga 
were on the final list. Due to the difficulty of pulling together 
an international jury of artists in Santiago, the commission gave 
all who participated in the exposition a commemorative medal. 
Only Chilean artists and foreign artists resident in Chile for more 
than ten years were eligible for the competition, and the prizes 
went to established rather than young upandcoming artists.42 
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The Chileans, like the Argentines, were concerned about 
what they perceived as a lack of originality in their art and the 
need to develop their own national school. Ricardo Richon  
Brunet, Frenchborn author of the centenary catalogue essay on 
the history of art in Chile, wrote that Chilean art began to develop 
with the 1843 arrival of French painter Raymond Monvoisin. The 
Academy of Fine Arts was founded to educate Chilean artists in 
the Neoclassical tradition several years later, in 1849. Pedro Lira, 
the first Chileanborn director, also studied in Paris, and students 
were invariably sent to France after beginning their training at 
home. Sotomayor argued that Chileans who wanted to develop 

their own national culture needed to stop looking toward France 
and begin acknowledging their Spanish heritage. Even Richon 
Brunet ended his essay on Chilean art with an acknowledgement 
of Spain’s central position in relation to Chilean art:

How can Chile not have artistic instincts, a nation that 
springs in large part from the Spain of Velázquez, of Mu
rillo, of Goya, of Cervantes, and of Calderón, the magnifi
cent trunk upon which have been grafted branches of all the 
people of Europe, the elegance and taste of the French, the 
gravity of the German, the classicism of the Italian, and the 
refinement of the English?43

Figure 7. First and second floor plans, from the Catálogo oficial ilustrado; Exposición Internacional de Bellas Artes de 1910. Santiago de Chile: Imprenta Barce-
lona, 1910, 4–5 (Photo: author).
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Mexico City

Mexico’s demographics in 1910 were significantly different from 
Argentina’s or Chile’s. This region had been the site of large ur
banized Indigenous cultures during the preHispanic period, 
and when parish priest Miguel Hidalgo called for independ
ence from Spain at the end of the colonial era, the population 
of Mexico consisted of 2.5 million Indigenous inhabitants, 1.2 
million mixedrace mestizos, 1 million European (primarily 
Spanish) Creoles, and 70,000 Spanish Europeans.46 Surnames 
from Italy, Germany, England, and France, frequently found in 

Chileans claimed to be Europeans transplanted to Latin 
America, and Indigenous cultural production is notably ab
sent from Richon Brunet’s history of Chilean art. Young Chil
ean painters coming of age during the centenary, a group that 
studied with Sotomayor and became known as the generación 
del cente nario, painted traditional Chilean subjects in the cau
tiously modernist style of the Spanish paintings exhibited in 
1910.44 These artists, for instance Arturo Gordon, explored with 
rapid brushstrokes such EuroChilean (rather than overtly In
digenous) folk customs as the funerary wake for a young child  
(fig. 8).45

Figure 8. Arturo Gordon, El velorio del angelito, after 1910. Oil on canvas, 100 x 120 cm. Colección Pinacoteca Universidad de Concepción, Chile 
(Photo: Pinacoteca Universidad de Concepción).
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Argentina and Chile, are uncommon in Mexico, and although 
immigration continued during the course of the nineteenth 
century, the ratio of Indigenous, mestizo, and Spanish Creole 
inhabitants remained roughly the same. After independence, 
power, influence, and wealth resided largely in the hands of the 
Creole elite.

Mexican president Porfirio Díaz, despite his birth as the 
mestizo son of a Creole father and Indigenous Mixtec mother, 
promoted European ideals and foreign investment in the coun
try’s infrastructure.47 Mexican elites looked to France when 
making plans for the 1910 centennial, and several had hoped 
for a world’s fair similar to the 1889 Exposition universelle.48 
Centenary events were planned to coincide with the 16 Septem
ber anniversary of Hidalgo’s Grito de la Independencia (Cry of 
Independence). The grand historical parade held the day before 
epitomized the government’s rationalist view of history, one that 

systematically moved from a primitive past toward the modern 
present. Divided into three sections, Conquest, the Viceroyalty, 
and Independence, the spectacle employed a cast of thousands 
marching down the Paseo de la Reforma to the centre of town. 
The route passed the Spanish pavilion, as well as several histor
ical monuments, among them the Angel of Independence and 
the Benito Juárez Hemicycle, both of which were inaugurated 
during the centenary year. Earlier statues dedicated to Spanish 
monarch Carlos IV, Christopher Columbus, and Cuauhtémoc, 
the last Aztec emperor, also lined the route, and some 50,000 
observers watched the procession. The final section of the pa
rade—Independence—concluded not with Hidalgo’s 1810 call 
to arms, but with Emperor Agustín de Iturbide’s triumphant 
entry into the city in 1821, at the end of the wars of independ
ence. The decision to feature Iturbide suggests both a reluctance 
to celebrate rebellion and a softening toward Spain.49 Peace, 

Figure 9. Edificio de la Exposición Española, in Genaro García, Crónica oficial de las fiestas del primer centenario de México. Mexico: Talleres del 
Museo Nacional, 1911, 242 (Photo: author).
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tation system, designed the neoGothic structure, which like 
the edifice in Buenos Aires, gestured through its historicism 
toward an earlier era of Catalan economic success. Bertrán also 
returned to the Peninsula to visit artist studios and convince 
its artists to send their work to Mexico. The Oriental Shipping 
Company of Japan, hoping to expand its own exports to Mex
ico, organized a concurrent exhibition of Japanese decorative 
arts to complement the exhibition from Spain.52

La Exposición Española de Arte e Industrias Decorativas, 
the third exhibition of Spanish art examined in his essay, was 
open to the public for seven weeks, from 9 September until 1 
November. It is difficult to reconstruct the exhibition in the 
absence of a catalogue, but installation photographs and news
paper reviews have allowed scholars to compile a provisional list 
of approximately 250 works, mostly paintings, but also sculp
tures and architectural renderings.53 Decorative arts (ceramics, 
metalwork, and furniture) were displayed on the ground floor, 
and fine arts were above. Zuloaga sent at least three paintings, 
Benedito four, Chicharro three. And Sorolla, in a surprise ges
ture, sent eight. 

Most of the paintings were available for purchase, but the 
Spanish exhibition in Mexico resulted in few sales, for unlike 
Buenos Aires, Mexico City did not have a system of galleries de
veloping a market for painting nor a large immigrant population 
that identified with Spain. When Telésforo García, a spokes
person for the Spanish community in Mexico City, was asked 
about the exhibition’s commercial failure, he hastened to explain: 

We never proposed a utilitarian goal, a financial gain; but 
if we had harboured that objective, then I would have to 
say that the exhibition was a disaster. Why? Because of the 
public’s lack of appreciation for beauty? No, of course not. 
What caused and will cause for many more years the finan
cial failure of great exhibitions of art in Mexico is simply the 
general level of poverty.54 

García’s explanation, however, is contradicted by the huge num
ber of sales seen by organizers of the Japanese decorative arts 
exhibition;55 another factor may have been the growing dissatis
faction with Díaz and his government, popularly perceived as 
proSpanish.56 Oblivious to the resentment simmering beneath 
the surface of public opinion, the government compensated for 
low sales by allocating an additional 20,700 pesos for the pur
chase of eight paintings for its national collection, among them, 
works by Beneditio, Chicharro, and Sorolla.57

The complexity of Mexico’s relationship to Spain during 
the centenary year is revealed in a comparison of three printed 
sources from 1910: El Imparcial, a largecirculation Mexican 
daily partially underwritten by the Porfirian government; El Cor-
reo Español, a more modest newspaper published by and for the 
Spanish colonia; and a broadsheet designed by popular Mexican 

not revolution, was the Porfirian goal for the centenary of in
dependence in 1910.

Although the government of Porfirio Díaz sponsored pa
rades, new public buildings, and a large number of parties, it 
did not include in its plans an international exhibition of art. As 
a result, a group of Spanish businessmen living in Mexico decid
ed to step into the void. “Their love for our country,” explained 
the newspaper El Imparcial, “has resulted in the creation of a 
Central Spanish Centenary Commission, charged with study
ing the best way for the Spanish residents of Mexico to celebrate 
the glorious date of our first hundred years of independence.”50 
Justo Sierra, Mexico’s Minister of Public Instruction and Fine 
Art, furthered the project by providing government land near 
the centre of the city and 35,000 Mexican pesos for the con
struction of a temporary edifice (fig. 9).51 Miguel Bertrán de 
Quintana, a Catalan architect in Mexico City to study its sani

Figure 10. “México y España,” El Imparcial, 18 September 1910, Sunday 
Supplement, 1 (Photo: author).
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Figure 11. José Guadalupe Posada, El Centenario de la Independencia de México en el año de 1910, 1910. Relief print, 28.3 x 20 cm 
(sheet). DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, Broadside F1234.P687 1903 (Photo: DeGolyer Library).
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Surprised and annoyed by news that the government 
was supporting an exhibition of Spanish painting, a group 
of young Mexican artists, including Orozco and headed by  
Gerardo Murillo, later known as Dr. Atl, decided to organize 
their own display of Mexican art in the National School of Fine 
Arts. The Porfirian government allocated 3,000 pesos, signifi
cantly less than the amount spent on the Spanish exhibition, to 
support this late addition to the centenary roster. The exhibition 
of Mexican artists also lacked a catalogue, but vintage photo
graphs and research in the archives again allow a partial recon
struction of the display.63 Jorge Enciso’s Anáhuac, a Náhuatl 
name for the valley of Mexico City meaning “place situated in 
the water,” was one of several works depicting Indigenous sub
jects. The painting included in the background a large volcanic 
mountain, the expansive waters of Lake Texcoco, a majestic no
pal cactus, and in front, an Indigenous figure in headdress and 
loincloth, welcoming the dawn of a new day.64

Fausto Ramírez links modern Mexican painting to cur
ricular reforms in drawing and a breakdown in the hierarchy 
of genres: by 1910, drawing had become both personal and 
expressive, and landscape and genre paintings were as popular 
as, if not more so than, history paintings. 65 Even when paint
ing a historical subject, Enciso explored the poetic rather than 
moralistic potential of his subject. Temporality was relative, past 
was fused with present (and future), and modern styles were 
used to portray traditional (American) subjects. The promise 
of mestizaje, a postrevolutionary ideal through which Indige
nous and European citizens could create the new mixed race 
of a modern Mexican nation, is likewise nascent in such proto
revolutionary works of art. Ricardo Gómez Robelo, writing spe
cifically about Enciso’s painting, compared the figure’s dramatic  
gesture with 

a triumphal salute to the light of the new day; one could say 
that as in Aztec ritual, [the figure] is praising the birth of a 
new year; even more significantly, the gesture is one of praise 
for la raza, the entire nation that beats within his heart.66

Saturnino Herrán’s La leyenda de los volcanes was also fea
tured in the Mexican exhibition (fig. 12).67 Herrán’s symbolist 
work combines a decorative approach to space and composition 
with a subject that breaks down the genre hierarchy separating 
myth and landscape. The painting depicts an Aztec legend, in 
which a beautiful white princess loves a darkskinned Indian 
prince. Tricked by her disapproving father into believing that 
her beloved has been killed in battle, she dies of a broken heart. 
Upon his return, the grieving prince takes her body into the 
mountains, covers it with tears of snow and ice, and lies down 
beside her to die. The gods, taking pity on the lovers, turn them 
into Popocatépetl (smoking mountain) and Ixtaccíhuatl (white 
woman), two volcanic mountains visible from Mexico City.

printmaker José Guadalupe Posada for mass circulation among 
the Mexican people.58 The images in El Imparcial depict Spain’s 
Marquis of Polavieja, an official of significantly less importance 
than the infanta Isabel, decorating General Díaz with the Medal 
of Carlos III (fig. 10). A portrait of the Bourbon king and an 
enlarged illustration of the medal are immediately below. On the 
right is a photograph of the uniform worn by Mexican independ
ence fighter José de Morelos, a relic held by Spain since his execu
tion in 1815, and an image of Polavieja handing a box containing 
the uniform to General Díaz. The illustrations depict Díaz quite 
a bit taller than Polavieja, with a robust head of white hair, and 
despite his eighty years, in much trimmer form. Díaz is portrayed 
with considerable dignity and on equal terms with—on a much 
higher visual plane, in fact, than—his Spanish counterpart.

El Correo Español, a smallcirculation publication produced 
without illustrations for Mexico’s Spanish community, defined 
this relationship somewhat differently. Noting that all colonies 
(like children) need to assert their independence at some point 
in their history, this newspaper claimed that

Spanish political domination ceased; but Spain remained 
latently alive in the soul of this new nation, in the customs, 
in the aspirations, in the ideals, and above all in the language 
in which it expresses its feelings and the spirit of its race. A 
century has passed; and one hundred years of evolution and 
progress have not only extinguished any of the lingering feel
ings of mistrust and prejudice that gave rise to the fight for 
independence, they have also allowed for a renewal of the 
fraternal relations that shared blood and history demand.59

Posada’s broadsheet tells yet a third story (fig. 11).60 De
picting a centenary celebration that looks more like a quickly 
organized political demonstration than one of the carefully or
chestrated parades sponsored by the Porfirian government, Po
sada’s image shows diverse members of Mexican society waving 
placards of, from left to right, Benito Juárez, Miguel Hidalgo, 
and the Mexican eagle. Indeed, the celebration of Hidalgo’s 
1810 insurrection presented a significant public relations chal
lenge to Porfirio Díaz, a man who had held power for more 
than thirty years and incarcerated his opponent prior to be
ing reelected during the centenary year.61 In the government
sponsored historical procession, remember, it was Iturbide’s 
victorious entry into Mexico City at the end of the War of In
dependence rather than Hidalgo’s uprising that received top bill
ing. And while Porfirian propaganda frequently counterposed 
Díaz with Juárez, and occasionally with Hidalgo, the general is 
completely absent in Posada’s illustration.62 Below this revealing 
image is an amusing piece of doggerel eulogizing Hidalgo and 
mocking the Spanish king. Given the climate, it is not surprising 
that Spanishowned businesses became a target for mob violence 
when the Mexican Revolution erupted a few months later.
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Popocatépetl and Ixtaccíhuatl serve as metaphors for the 
Indigenous and European roots of the modern Mexican people. 
Herrán, however, uses a variation on the wellknown legend, 
suggesting in the inscription on the wings of the triptych that 
the princess was turned into a mountain by her father rather 
than by the gods. In fact, the central male figure reads as both 
elderly patriarch, head capped like Porfirio Díaz by white hair, 
turning his rebellious daughter into a volcano, and also as re
coiling prince, violently separated from his beloved, his head 
covered prophetically with tears turned into snowflakes. The 
inclusion of ear and wrist ornaments on the youthful prince 
in the panels at left and right, absent from the central male 
figure, differentiate young prince from elderly father; but the 
representation of the central figure as a heroic nude, with an 
outstretched hand that resembles and reaches toward the flaccid 
hand of the mourning prince at right, furthers the conflation of 
patriarch and lover. 

The painting’s narrative reads temporally from left to right, 
but it also reads like an altarpiece, with left and right wings 
framing a central transcendental image. The left and right pan
els of this modern retablo depict moments from before and 
after the transformation of the princess, while the large central 
panel suggests a spiralling “revolution” that brings narrative pos
sibilities from the past, present, and future together into one. 
Herrán’s visualization of the narrative fuses old age with youth 

and dramatically foregrounds the tragic union of Indigenous 
man and European woman. The power relationship that usu
ally defines the darker, subordinate race as female (as in Chile’s 
monument to Ercilla) is inverted, and the painting, especially 
when compared to official centenary posters that depicted the 
nation personified as a statuesque European woman clothed 
in white, stands as a richly layered allegory of contemporary 
politics and race in Mexico.68 The union depicted by Herrán 
obviously failed to produce children; after the Revolution, the 
mestizaje of la raza so eloquently predicted by Gómez Robelo 
became a founding principle of the modern Mexican nation.

Toward a Transnational Art History

To position the exhibition of Mexican art in direct opposition 
to the Spanish one, despite Orozco’s caustic comment, would be 
overly simplistic.69 When teachers and students at the National 
School of Fine Arts were interviewed about the upcoming Span
ish exhibition, they were uniformly enthusiastic, perceiving the 
presence of Spanish paintings in Mexico City to be beneficial 
for the development of art in their own country. Herrán, one of 
two students interviewed, expressed his “hope that the exhibi
tion would be better than any other that has already been held 
in Mexico and do a lot of good for students in the academy.” 
His classmate Francisco de la Torre went further, noting that the 

Figure 12. Saturnino Herrán, La leyenda de los volcanes, 1910. Oil on canvas, 147.5 x 371.5 cm. Pinacoteca del Ateneo Fuente, Saltillo, Coahuila 
(Photo: INBA).
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national art during the first decades of the twentieth century con
cerned artists and cultural critics throughout the Americas. The 
Spanish paintings exhibited at the 1910 centenaries celebrated 
the particular costumbres of the Basque Country, Castile, and Va
lencia, among other regions of the Iberian peninsula. Artists in 
Latin America were eager to create their own Argentine, Chilean, 
or Mexican paintings, and like the Spanish, many turned to the 
regional particularities of place and traditions to do so. Local sub
jects, in other words, provided a visual language for the national in 
what was, by 1910, an increasingly globalized modern art world.
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